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“Be grateful for the things and people you have in your life. Things
you take for granted someone else is praying for.” ~ Marian Rico Lee
Welcome to the Allegheny Mountain Chapter July, September and October 2018 Newsletter.
We have not had ideal riding weather this summer, but have managed to squeeze in a few rides..
My name is Glenn Lynch, and I generate the Allegheny Mountain Chapter’s Newsletter. I would
appreciate your help with articles, pictures, or any miscellaneous information that our motorcycle
community should be aware of. I am open to your ideas, and would like to know what you
would want to see in our newsletter. This newsletter is for our chapter community, and I would
love for our Allegheny Mountain Chapter community to help me in this endeavor. Please e-mail
me at panhead_48@comcast.net with anything you would like to be included in the next
newsletter which will be coming the end of January.

President’s View
President’s View
After a rather warm but wet riding season, we now see an abrupt change to very cool and wet
weather, which unfortunately, resulted in a postponement of our traditional Fall ride through the
Laurel Highlands. Our Fall ride usually presents the opportunity to see gorgeous colored leaves
mile after mile. But not his year. Nothing but brown and dull green. But if the weather permits,
we will schedule another Fall ride even if we have to view a bunch of brown leaves.
As I have been reporting, preparation of our Chapter sponsored AMCA National Meet in the
Laurel Highlands June 10-12, 2019 continues. The Road Run Committee has met several times,
and I am pleased to report that the maps for the three days of rides are just about finalized. We
are also in the process for finalizing catered lunches for each day. We are anticipating large
participation on the Road Run because this is the only National Road Run on the East Coast in
2019.
The Committee members have ridden most of the roads for the National Road Run. The roads
are mostly rural with little or no traffic for miles at a time. On September 30, we had a Chapter
event at the Lincoln Highway Museum on Rte. 30 East. It was well attended, and we had a
chance to view this venue as a scheduled stop on the National Road Run. And we met a caterer
we plan to use for the catered lunch.
I can’t say enough about the support we have received from the Laurel Highlands Tourist
Bureau. We have been provided with contacts which have been invaluable. And they are
working with the Ligonier Borough Council to obtain approval for the bike show on the
Diamond after the Day 1 ride.
The Committee is hoping that we have a large representation of Chapter Members at our
National Road Run. We will be discussing some of the incentives to participate that will be
offered to our Members at the Fall Chapter Meeting on November 3 at 11:30 AM at Giannilli’s
Restaurant in Greensburg. We encourage members to attend this meeting to receive more
information about the Road Run.
In spite of all the excitement about the National Road Run next year, at the Fall meeting we
will be discussing and planning our riding season for 2019. Once again, I am asking anyone who
wants to sponsor a Chapter Ride or event next year to volunteer. Please remember, all we are
asking is for you to plan the ride in your area of about 75-100 miles round trip with a lunch stop.
That’s all! And as I have said many times for our events schedule, we should attend events where
we are welcomed by the sponsors.

More on the Fall Chapter Meeting and Christmas Party to come soon from Jason. Until then,
look out for wet leaves and ride safe.

Richard
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rspagnolli@aol.com
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John Harvey

John Harvey’s Funeral
Submitted by Jason Zerbini
Several Chapter members attended the funeral service for member John Harvey that was held
August 15th at the Ott Funeral home in Irwin, PA. It was a beautiful sunny day which made it
possible for around 75-100 motorcycles to give John the send off he so deserved. The pastor, as
well as John’s brothers, gave him a heartfelt and very righteous farewell. After the service, the
casket was transported via a glass-sided, see-through trailer hearse pulled by a 3-wheel
motorcycle to the Penn Lincoln Memorial Park where a short and final service took place. When
in route to the cemetery, Chapter members on antique motorcycles had the privilege of being
first in-line behind the hearse, followed by the many riders from the Harley Owners Group.

Afterward, we attended the wake at Banquets Unlimited in Irwin. The family planned the meal
with John’s favorite food on the menu which was excellent.

Submitted by Glenn Lynch
Members, a dear friend of mine, and probably to most of you, John C. Harvey, died on
Wednesday, August 8, 2018 in a motorcycle accident in Iowa. His passing hurt my heart. My
friend John was taken to soon, and I wasn’t ready for it, and quite frankly, may never be. I felt
John and I still had more open road journeys to come. I will cherish the time I spent, not only
riding with John, but also all the talks we shared. John is one of the kindest men I have known.
He was always willing to help anyone with anything, especially with their “old iron”. His
happiness to ride was contagious.
John was actively involved not only in our Allegheny Mountain Chapter, he also was a member
of the Latrobe H.O.G., the National H.O.G., and the Antique Motorcycle Club of America. If
there was a man who loved riding, it was John. John made a lot of friends on his motorcycle
journeys, and he will be greatly missed by many!
John is in the hearts of all of us riders he has met and become friends with along his journey of
life. Because we carry him in our hearts, he will be “riding” with us everywhere we go. To
continued journeys, my friend.

I will end with a poem I found.
Crutch
By Sorez the Scribe
Miles will never distance
The depth of respect
Between us brothers
Of the mistress wind
As you close your eyes
Smile my friend
Think of the many miles
Still left to ride
Hold onto memories
Never give up
Upon life
For as long as I breathe
You are a part of me
As long as I ride
You shall ride with me
And when I leave here
To join you there
Others will ride for us
Onward forever forward
Into the wind

Greenwood - Mercer, Bikes, Bands, Brews Show
The 4th annual Mercer, Bikes, Bands, Brews Show took place on Saturday, August 4, 2018. It
was hosted by our very own, Paul Greenwood. As if he were not busy enough working with
Tom and George Banks on Cannonball preparations, he still found the time to help put together a
great event for the town of Mercer. Mother Nature supplied us with a clear August day, with
sunshine and bright skys. The backdrop of the event was the charming town of Mercer. Many of
our members had their bikes on display along the courthouse square. Allegheny Mountain
Chapter Member, Tom Banks had his cannonball bike on display for all to see as well. There
were vendors galore, band playing great music, and people admiring all the antique motorcycles.

Our Chapter thanks you Paul for all the work you put into this event every year. It is enjoyed by
our membership greatly, and we hope you continue to sponsor this event in the future.

Obviously, they let anyone into these bike shows….besides the 4 main smiling characters, there
are 6 other chapter members in the picture in background for a total of 10!

Black Hills Chapter National Road Run
The Black Hills Chapter National Road Run took place on September 12-14, 2018 in Deadwood,
South Dakota. Glenn Lynch, Jerry Christ, Jim Graulty, Jason Zerbini and Rhonda Zerbini
represented the Allegheny Mountain Chapter at this run.
First, if you have never been to the black hills of South Dakota, you need to put this on your
bucket list. It has to be up there in the top five of motorcycle riding. The canyons, the
mountains, the roads, are so beautiful that I just can’t express it in words, nor will the pictures be
able to represent the absolute beauty either.
The weather was unbelievable the entire week we were out there. It was in the 60’s and 70’s
without a cloud in the sky.

The backdrop of this event took place in the historic town of Deadwood, South Dakota. Fun fact
about Deadwood, it is where Wild Bill Hickok was shot dead while playing poker in a saloon.
The opening ceremony for this event was sponsored by Jerry Greer’s Engineering. The
ceremony was at his shop. On display were exquisite Indian Motorcycles. A few fully restored,
and a few on tables being restored. Jerry does a wonderful job restoring Indian Motorcycles. He
opened up his shop for everyone to walk thru and look, and he also had a pleasing display of
food for everyone to enjoy.
On our first day of riding, we took 14A out of the town of Deadwood leading us to scenic
highway 385 which took us over and through mountains. It is an absolutely stunning road.
From there, we visited Pactola Reservoir.

Pactola Reservoir peaceful beauty.

Pactola Reservoir mirrored stillness on a sunny day.

Glenn Lynch, Jim Graulty, and Jerry Christ resting at the reservoir.
Our next stop for the day was Custer State Park. Going thru Custer State Park you will be on the
famous US 87 road called the Needles Highway. This road has to be in the top ten roads of
motorcycle riding in my opinion. It is hard to concentrate riding on this road because of the
amazing and breathtaking scenery surrounding you.

Part of the Needles Highway.

Believe it or not, this was a two lane road.

Approaching the top of the Needles Highway.

Beautiful rock formations throughout our trip.

Beauty as far as you can see.

Campers and large trucks are not permitted into these tunnels.

Fascinating tunnels!

You don’t see buffalo on the roads around here too often.

Intimidating seeing such a large animal so close.

Leaving the Needles Highway and on our way to Mt. Rushmore.

As we are leaving Custer State Park on the Needles Highway, we decided to make a detour to
see Mt. Rushmore National Memorial.

George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln and Teddy Roosevelt.

Majestic sculpture carved into the face of Mt. Rushmore.

After viewing the Mt. Rushmore National Memorial, we headed back on highway 385 back to
Deadwood for the evening.
On day two, we traveled into Wyoming on beautiful US 85. We met for lunch at the Flying “V”
Lodge which is located in Newcastle, Wyoming.

Popular as a hunting lodge.

An enticing buffet was provided for all the riders and their guests.

A few thirsty riders. Glenn, Jim, Kevin, and Jerry.
After our hearty lunch and with bellies full, we continued on Highway 16 heading toward Crazy
Horse Monument.

Crazy Horse Memorial is still under construction.

It is being built to protect awareness for the culture and traditions of Native American tribes.

What an impressive sculpture and piece of history.

After we left Crazy Horse Memorial, we headed back to Deadwood for the evening.
Day three consisted of two beautiful canyons, and Sturgis Motorcycle Museum. After leaving
Deadwood we headed on US 385. We traveled a few miles out, then turned to go through
Vanocker Canyon Road. Vanocker Canyon is approximately 20 miles and leads directly into the
town of Sturgis, South Dakota. The Canyon Road consists of high elevation, sharp turns, and
high canyon walls which are breathtaking. The Sturgis Motorcycle Museum and Hall of Fame
had old artifacts, pictures and motorcycles on display from when the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally
first started until present time.

After the museum, we left and headed toward the Knuckle Saloon for lunch. The Knuckle
Saloon is located in the heart of Sturgis, South Dakota. The Knuckle Saloon provided us with a
deliciously tempting buffet for all riders and guests. After lunch, we headed toward Highway
14A to Spearfish Canyon.

Two Mountain Goats on top of Spearfish Canyon Waterfall.

Beautiful Route 14A going through Spearfish Canyon.

The spectacular views from Route 14A.

After leaving Spearfish Canyon, we turned onto panoramic Highway 85 heading back to
Deadwood for our ending ceremony dinner. Dinner was at the Deadwood Gulch Gaming Resort.
They hosted a delicious dinner for us all to enjoy and relax at the end of a great riding trip.
A few days after this Black Hills Chapter National Road Run, the Cannonball riders were
scheduled to arrive in Sturgis, South Dakota. Glenn Lynch and Jerry Christ decided to extend
their stay to welcome the Cannonball participants as they were coming into the check-in point in
the town of Sturgis on Sunday, September 16th. Tom and George Banks, as well as, Paul
Greenwood, arrived excited to still be participating in the event even after some mechanical
issues.

The crowd at Sturgis welcoming the Cannonball participants.

Tom Banks pulling in at checkpoint.

Tom glad to be off his JD for the day.

Crowds gathering to view the old iron.

After talking to the boys, this seems to be a nightly routine. Wrenching on the old JD.

George and Paul hard at work...Jerry??????

George and Paul making sure the motorcycle is running for the next leg.

George and Paul needed some “expert” advice (haha). Glad I could help the boys out.

AMCA Jefferson Swap Meet
The AMCA Jefferson Swap Meet took place on September 28 & 29 at the White Rose
Motorcycle Club in Jefferson, Pennsylvania.
Jefferson National Meet Report submitted by Richard Spagnoli
I have been attending the Chesapeake Chapter sponsored AMCA National Meet at Jefferson, PA
for over 20 years. This meet has always been the final one on the AMCA National Meet
schedule. I fondly remember camping on the dry infield, and learning to wear earplugs while
sleeping in a tent because of the night-long celebrations by vendors and other folks. A huge pot
of chili was all the celebrants needed for food, and of course, a “few” beers.
I have since given up the tent camping, and now enjoy the comfort of a hotel room. But nothing
has changed, in my opinion, as to the camaraderie of the vendors and folks who always seem to
find their way to Jefferson each year for this special year-ending National Meet. After years of
dry, cool, and sunny weather, the last several years have seen the weather take a drastic turn with
huge amounts of rain before and during the Meet. Of course the die-hards still make the trek to
Jefferson, but this last meet demonstrated that the patience of the troops is beginning to fade.
I have to give credit to the Chesapeake Chapter Member volunteers who keep this meet alive
under very trying circumstances. But with more vendors looking at the weather forecast before
deciding to load up their vehicles with parts and drive hundreds of miles to the meet, and the
same for the patrons, there is talk of changing the date or the venue of this meet. Unfortunately,
neither of these proposed changes can control the weather. Hopefully, the volunteers will
continue to sponsor this meet at Jefferson with further support from the AMCA Board because
the AMCA needs all of its existing National Meets to survive for the benefit of the AMCA
Membership.
Aside from the rain and mud, AMCA judging proceeded as scheduled on Saturday, in sunshine,
on the relatively dry gravel area in front of the White Rose administration building. Chief Judge
Don Dzurick, and a cadre of volunteer judges, proceeded to judge a variety of old bikes. And
then the usual award ceremony at the end of judging. I was particularly proud of my grandson
Jake, who entered his 1970 Honda CL 175 for the third time in the judging program, and was
awarded Winners Circle for his bike. Jake worked hard to make the changes necessary to score
99 points for Winners Circle.

Several of our Chapter Members traveled to this meet in spite of the weather. We have always
had a strong Member contingent attend this meet. Hopefully, this meet will be there for us all to
attend in the future.

Lincoln Highway Museum and Ride
We would like to thank the staff of the Lincoln Highway Museum for a wonderful Sunday
morning and afternoon. We couldn’t have asked for a nicer place to gather and enjoy catching
up with friends over delicious pie and coffee. The weather was outstanding that day! I also
would like to thank the membership for representing our chapter by bringing their antique bikes
out and displaying them for the museum spectators to enjoy. We had people who showed up in

new and old motorcycles, as well as, new and old automobiles. Overall, it was a fun-packed day
at the museum. I can see why our Allegheny Mountain Chapter has added this as a stop for our
National Road Run members to enjoy as well.

Model of an old gas station along Route 30.

Donated car for display.

Model of a single room motel that would be available back in the day on Route 30.

Bill Colosimo and Ed Valentovish discussing what type of pie to order????

Bill Hubert’s “Rusting in Peace” motorcycle.

Display of new and old motorcycles.

Gathering at the front of the museum.

This was an actual diner on Route 30 that was brought inside and refurbished. What a fabulous
job they did! For $10, you can view the museum and enjoy a cup of coffee and a slice of
delicious pie from the diner.

Traditional Fall Ride
Unfortunately, the weather was uncooperative with the Traditional Fall Ride this year (nor did
Mother Nature cooperate with the rescheduled date either). As of now, one will not be
rescheduled.

Upcoming Events / Save the Date
Fall Meeting – Saturday, November 3, 2018
11:30 a.m. at Giannillis Restaurant, 4816 State Route 30, Greensburg, PA 15601.

Christmas Party – Saturday, December 1, 2018
Details to follow.

AMCA 2019 National Road Runs / Save the Date
Allegheny Mountain Chapter National Road Run - June 10-12, 2019
Ligonier/Seven Spring, PA

Additional National Road Run details to follow.

AMCA 2019 National Meets / Save the Date
Additional National Meet details to follow.

Membership
Like all clubs, our membership is important. Please help spread the word for our organization.
Post events on you Facebook accounts, and talk with other antique motorcycle owners. We
encourage all our members to be active within our organization.
Please follow our Facebook account Allegheny Mountain Chapter AMCA, and share our posts
with your Facebook friends.

Allegheny Mountain Chapter
Wants You!
Two Cents Worth from Panhead Paul
I've recently rebuilt a pair of motorcycle wheels, and it got me thinking about wheel safety. The
5 main concerns are: hubs, spokes, rims, brakes, and tires. First thought is hub bearings. Before
removing the wheel from the bike, check the wheel end play and bearing play. End play can be

checked by pushing and pulling on the wheel while the bikes wheel is off the ground. By pushing
the wheel back and forth on the axle, the end play should be minimal. Check your manual for
tolerances. The bearing play can be checked by pushing and pulling in opposite directions with
both hands 180° apart on the wheel. There should be no play in that direction. When I replace
tires, I remove bearings and clean and inspect bearings and bearing races. You should replace
both if any damage is found. Then grease bearings and reassemble with new seals. Next, check
your spokes by using a wood pencil, or wood dowel, lightly against the spokes listening for an
even tone pitch, like a tuning fork, while rotating the wheel. Loose spokes could cause a
catastrophe on the road later. Also, checking the rim for bends and cracks is a good idea while
your at it. These potholes are hard on them. After removing your wheel, check your brake linings
and any leaks from your wheel cylinder, if you are so equipped. Now, last but not least, replace
your tire when necessary with a good quality tire and tube because your life depends on it.

"Happy Motor'n"
Yours Truly,
Panhead Paul

Member’s Adventures

This year the Allegheny Mountain Chapter had one of it’s very own members participate in the
2018 Motorcycle Cannonball Endurance Run. The “Cannonball” is a 3,650 mile coast to coast
trek by motorcycle riders on vintage motorcycles built in 1929 or earlier. The race began
September 6, in Portland, Maine and ended September 23, in Portland, Oregon. Tom Banks
represented our chapter in this challenge riding his 1921 Harley Davidson JD. Tom’s brother,
George Banks, and Paul Greenwood escorted Tom on his journey as mechanical support.
Tom Banks and George Bank’s love of American made motorcycles was instilled in them from
their Grandfather, John K. Banks, their father, P.R. (Dick) Banks, and their father’s friend and
their mentor, Bob Hart. The Banks Brother’s have a true passion for keeping their “old iron” on
the road which is the premise for the Cannonball. The Cannonball run was begun to keep these
machines running and not collecting dust in the garage.

We hope to have a detailed description of their adventure in the next newsletter, but in the
meantime, if you run into Tom, George and Paul in any of our Allegheny Mountain Chapter
functions, please congratulate them on their 66th rank, and for completing such a challenging
endeavor.
From the Allegheny Mountain Chapter, a huge congratulations to Tom and his team for crossing
the finish line!!!!!

CONGRATULATIONS TOM AND HIS TEAM!! AT THE FINISH LINE!!!!!

Each month I would love for a member to share their “on the road” stories! Make us laugh, cry,
or be envious of your adventures. If you have a story to share, please e-mail me at
glennplynch@gmail.com so I can include your story.

Member’s Showcased Motorcycles
Showcased motorcycle submitted by Rhonda Zerbini:

1949 Indian Scout Story
By Rhonda Zerbini (and Jason Zerbini on the tech notes)
The seed was planted back in 2013 at the AMCA Jefferson meet where I saw a 1949 Indian
Scout freshly restored by Indian guru Pete Sink of NC. It was gleaming in shiny black, and was
beautiful. Right away I noted the size of the bike would be perfect for my smaller stature, and
best of all, no tank shift/foot clutch to contend with! We just got into the antique motorcycle
hobby a year earlier when my husband Jason bought a 1948 Chief, and we didn’t even know
these smaller Indians existed. They are commonly nicknamed today as “Verticals”. This is in
reference to the engine design with vertical piston movement vs the traditional V design. We
talked at length to Pete, asking him many questions that he was happy to take time to answer, as
well as, expanding on the technical details. The bike was small compared to the big Chief, and
even to the earlier vintage Scouts. It had a hand clutch lever on the left handlebar, right throttle,
left toe shifter for the transmission, and hydraulic front forks. An arrangement I was familiar
with and is still in use today, so it seemed more advanced in some ways compared to the other
Indians. After we left the meet, I never forgot about how that bike “spoke” to me. Years went by
and we’d see one for sale here and there, but the timing, condition, or price, never seemed right
to buy, plus we weren’t seriously in the market anyway.
In the meantime, Jason did research on the Indian Vertical lineup, and learned some interesting
facts. We found it was designed and built in Springfield, Massachusetts just like all the other
Indians prior. Some mistakenly assume the Vertical was from the era after Indian went out of
business in 1953. Shortly after ‘53, the Indian name was purchased, and motorcycles that were
essentially Royal Enfield’s were badged with the Indian name and imported for sale in the USA.
No doubt this assumption is made because the Vertical engine design looks similar to some
European designs of the time period. Indian created these machines based on a vision that
Americans were ready for a smaller, neat, and more efficient motorcycle for transportation that
would reach a market of new riders that didn’t want or couldn’t handle a big heavy machine.
Smaller machines were working well in Europe with BSA, Norton, Triumph, BMW, etc., so why
wouldn’t it in the US? Indian spent a lot of money on marketing, getting famous athletes and
movie stars like Jane Russell involved in promoting the bikes. Furthermore, Indian put all their
eggs into the Vertical basket in 1949 by stopping Chief production to funnel all resources into
the new Vertical models with a new modern overhead valve engine. The vision of a smaller bike
was good, just 15-20 years too early because Americans weren’t ready for it in 1949. The

Japanese invasion of small compact motorcycles in the mid 60’s and 70’s proved Indian’s vision
was correct, just the wrong timing. Let’s face it, who would have thought a Japanese motorcycle
of any kind would sell in the US with Pearl Harbor still fresh in the minds of Americans? And
remember, while these bikes seem small by today’s standards; they were built well before the
western world got too much to eat. The Vertical line up consisted of a single cylinder Arrow
model 149 equipped with a 220cc engine, and the two cylinder Scout model 249 at 440cc. Initial
development plans also called for a 4 cylinder 880cc, but that never materialized. Late in ‘49,
Indian added a 500cc Warrior TT for the off road racing circuit, and very few were made. In
1950 and ‘51, they built a Warrior (street model) and again the Warrior TT (off road). In 1952,
production ended for the street Warrior, and only the off road TT was being offered. The
Verticals had some reliability issues though nothing that couldn’t be corrected with a little
fettling, but considering all the other looming circumstances, any reliability problem was bad
with a capital “B”. The problems tended to occur more often when owners of the old bullet proof
V-twin Scouts would try and run the Vertical as hard as its predecessor. Adding to the problems
was the overhead valve engine cost significantly more to manufacture than planned, so Indian
was losing money on every sale. Of course, before 1949, Indian was already in deep financial
trouble, and the vision they hoped would be the savior for the company failed. Without a doubt,
this is why the Verticals are considered by some as what put final nail in the Indian coffin.
In 2017, Jason placed a wanted ad on the AMCA forum for a 249 Scout just to test the waters.
Soon after, he was contacted by an AMCA member from Nebraska. He had an original Scout
that he inherited from his deceased father 5 years earlier, and was ready to let it go to the next
caretaker. Jason received pictures and videos of the bike, and sent them along with VIN numbers
to a couple experts in the AMCA on the model. Reports came back that this was one of the most
original Verticals they had ever seen. After more vetting on the condition, Jason decided it was a
solid buy before ever telling me about the prospect. He surprised me with the pictures, and I
mulled over them with scrutiny, as well as, the videos of it running. I liked the color, original
paint, and patina. It even had its original Indian script tires. We decided to buy it so the next step
was getting it home. We both prefer to see what we are buying in person before handing over
cash, so a 1000 mile road trip was planned to Omaha, NE vs having it shipped. Ironically, this
was the same distance we travelled to get the 48 Chief. Then Jason’s Dad had a stroke so
everything went on hold. He told the seller we didn’t expect him to hold the bike for us if another
buyer came along. A few months later, his dad was recovering well and things started to get back
to normal. By then it was mid November, and a call to the seller found he still had it. We drove
out and picked it up on Thanksgiving Day, and stopped on the way home at a Cracker Barrel
restaurant for a good Thanksgiving dinner. Untraditional for us, but that’s one we’ll remember!
By late evening, we made it to LeClaire, Iowa for the night which some of you may recognize as
the hometown of the American Pickers Antique Archeology store. The next day we were at the
Pickers place when they opened. We asked if we could take the bike out of the trailer for

photo-ops, and they said “sure no problem make yourselves at home”. The bike attracted a
number of onlookers, and the woman running the place jumped in and snapped a picture to send
off to Mike Wolfe since he was in town for the holiday. We hoped he would come down to the
store, but he just asked “Is it for sale”. We toured both the original building, and the new
building, and saw many relics from past TV episodes including that rusty Indian carcass they dug
out of the ground.
The Scout ran fine during the test drive in Nebraska. Once home, Jason began the process of
going over everything on the bike to make it reliable. It had been well taken care of, but hadn’t
been ridden with any regularity in 50 years. As we rode it around home (on 69 year old tires) the
hotter the engine got the more it had a smoking problem. I told him I refuse to ride a bike that
smokes! Too embarrassing, not to mention, it would make my hair stink! He agreed, and rebuilt
the top end. Records showed it was rebuilt once in past, but incorrect piston rings and valves
were used and that caused the smoke. Fortunately, the original cylinders and pistons were in
excellent condition, so it was a simple inexpensive repair. Often a seemingly innocent repair like
this will snowball into big repairs, but not this time, thank you God. Jason did not want to risk
damaging the fragile original Indian tires by trying to dismount them, so he had Jim at Southwest
Vintage put together a used set of rims, hubs, and new tires so the originals could be preserved in
the patina they were in. Next was the charging system. The Verticals have a magneto for the
ignition which had previously been rebuilt. It has a generator and battery for the lights and horn.
Jason had Gene Harper, the same guy who supplied the electronic voltage regulator for his Chief,
custom design a regulator, and retrofit it into the original regulator housing on the Scout so the
new technology is invisible. Gene was nice enough to take time and do this while trying to get
his 24 Chief ready for the 2018 Cannonball. Gene’s electronic regulator is designed so a Shorai
Lithium Iron sealed battery can be used for maintenance free no fuss charging system. We’ve
collected some accessories like chrome fender tips and a spotlight mounting bar, but we found
out the authentically correct spotlights for these are rarer than hen’s teeth. A wonderful surprise
that came with the bike was a packet full of documentation dating back to the original purchase
in 1949. The original owner kept a small pocket notebook titled “Indian motorcycle expense”
and recorded everything he did including gas and oil purchases with dates and mileage through
1969 when he sold it. Just prior to submitting this article, after some detective work, Jason
learned the original owner had passed away in 2009, but did speak with his wife on the phone.
She promised to look for old pictures and send them to us so we are anxiously waiting those to
add to the bikes provenance. There is also documentation for title transfers of every owner to
date, as well as, receipts for repairs along the way.
Since 2013, we’ve noticed the Verticals have a slow but steady appreciation rate. No doubt
because people learn they can buy a piece of Springfield, MA Indian history for a fraction of the
cost of a Chief or early Scout. On the downside, very little is reproduced for Verticals at this time
but fortunately, used parts are not terribly hard to locate though almost certainly will get more

expensive and harder to find as interest grows and supplies dry up. The Scout is ready to ride so I
look forward to getting better acquainted with it next season.

Original Indian sales literature.

Example of the record notebook the original owner kept.

Member’s Article
Member article submitted by James Graulty
“Living Large in My 6’ x’ 10 Cargo Trailer”
On The Black Hills National Road Run
I was a late registrant for this year’s AMCA Black Hills National Road Run. By the time I got
around to making arrangements, the best the host hotel could do was to put me in a room for one
night, move me to another room for another night, and nothing for the third night. No problem I
thought, I’ll just camp in my trailer, as I’ve done for two other National Meets and Road Runs
this year. When I got into town and met up with Glenn Lynch and Jerry Christ, they asked
where I was staying. I said, “right across the street in the RV park.” Glenn said, “so you’re
roughing it?” I said, “not at all, I’m perfectly comfortable.” This led to a conversation in which
I elaborated on why, in my opinion, I was not “roughing it.” By the end of the conversation we
were all having a good laugh about all the details I offered to explain why I was NOT roughing
it. And I said to Glenn, “why don’t you write something up for the newsletter about this?” He
said, “ better yet, why don’t you?” So here goes....

Once I made the investment in an enclosed 6’ X 10’ trailer to get bikes to the meets and road
runs, my natural tendency was to also leverage that into cost savings on accommodations,
without sacrificing comfort or convenience. I know I’m not the first person to ever do this, but
here’s the details on how I do it, all of which made for a fun conversation with Glenn and Jerry,
and the idea to share it in this newsletter.
I’ve been a camper since I was kid, but at this stage of life I wasn’t looking for any
challenges, just for the sake of it. I have carpet on the floor, a canvass cot, an extra 3” thick
self-inflating mattress on the cot, and a pillow from my bed at home. Roll out a sleeping bag for
bedding, and I’m set. I already had all of these items, including an area rug that fit perfectly,
which was left behind by one of my tenants. Extra cost for these comforts: $00.00. Interior
lighting is a Coleman battery powered lantern, hung from a hook on a ceiling cross rib. Other
hooks are placed strategically around the side walls for hanging up clothes when undressing, etc.
The hooks are the kind that go over a door for hanging a wreath. Sturdy and easy to move
around wherever needed. Spent about $2.00 each for four of these from Michaels. Next was two
telescoping poles from Cabela’s (nobody else had exactly what I wanted) for the canopy over the
side door. I think these were $10 or $12 each. Guy ropes for the poles use tensioners made from
short pieces of 1/2” pvc pipe. Four stakes from WalMart at $.97 each and the canopy was
erected. Splurged about $5.79 on a heavy duty 5’ x 7’ gray tarp from Harbor Freight, rather than
the free blue tarps you get with a coupon because it had reinforced grommets, and matched the
trailer color. I screwed hooks to the top rail of the trailer, spaced just right to catch three of the
grommets. A piece of ½” electrical conduit, (excess material from my rental property business)
wire tied to the other side of the tarp keeps it taught. Of course I had to cut it to length, drilled
holes for the poles, and rounded the ends in a workmanlike manner. I keep the side door open
for ventilation and in and out convenience, so a MagicMesh screen was procured from Bed Bath
and Beyond for $14.95 (my wife informed me it would have been $11.95 if I had used the
coupon…who knew). It closes with magnets down the center, and I glued two magnets inside so
it can be held open. All of this gear stashes easily in the trailer after the bikes are loaded.
A nice camping chair with a fold up side shelf, $19.99 at Harbor Freight with coupon, a
Coleman cooler, and a single burner propane cooker provide all that’s needed for “kitchen”
operations. I perk up a pot of coffee first thing in the morning, and can whip up a wicked cheese
omelette, maybe add a tortilla to make it a breakfast wrap…in the brisk morning air, it doesn’t
get any better.
State Parks are my favorite camping venues, and run about $27 a night. They’re scenic, they
have nice hot showers, flush toilets, etc. All the comforts of home. I found a nice one about 15
miles away for the Catskills Road Run this year. I left the bike at the host resort, and commuted
to the campground in the truck. That way I could socialize at the end of the day’s ride, and not
worry about riding back home through the woods, especially after some adult beverages, and
after dark. At National Meets like Oley and Wauseon, you can camp right in the grounds. This
year at Wauseon it was $35 for the whole weekend. And they have very nice bathroom and

shower facilities. I like staying right in the meet grounds the whole time rather than going out to
a hotel. I’ve made good friends this way, and we look forward to getting together at the meets
each year. We all camp in for the duration. Some in fancy motorhomes, some in regular
campers, and me in my “I’m not roughing it” 6 x 10 cargo trailer. And the more time I spend in
the meet, the more I learn about the old bikes.
In conclusion, I’m enjoying the heck out of traveling to as many meets and road runs as
possible, and all on a budget by having the trailer to haul the bikes becoming the
accommodations when I get there, not roughing it, and it’s all part of the adventure for me.

Do you have a story you would like to share? If so, please e-mail me at
glennplynch@gmail.com. I would love to put your story in the next newsletter.

Safe Riding
● Each rider should have full use of his or her lane.
● There should be a two-second minimum following distance to allow each rider to be
responsible for their own responses to potential threats and hazards.
● Each rider is responsible for reading the road environment and responding according to
their own riding comfort level and skill. Travel at the pace you are comfortable.
● When road hazards arise, a responsible rider will signal to the motorcycles behind them.
This chain must continue to the very last rider, so ALL are aware. Use hand signals to
communicate.
● Avoid side-by-side formations. Ride single file and staggered.
● Prior to the ride, sponsors must make ALL rider’s aware of any dangerous road
conditions, curves, intersections, or blind spots. All sponsors should take into
consideration their least experienced rider in the group.
● Be prepared. Arrive with a full tank of gas. Have on hand your fully-charged cell phone,
bike tools, first-aid kits and any other necessities.
● Motorcycles with side-cars or vehicles tagging along should ride at the end of the group.

Fun Fact
Did you know that many find the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally the perfect romantic spot for a
wedding ceremony? The year 2000 set the record high number of Marriage licenses issued
during the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally at 197. To be married in Sturgis, you must obtain a
marriage license which will cost $40, in cash or travelers’ checks, from the Register of Deeds
office. There is not a waiting period, and same day marriages are legal.
So if you think you want to enjoy the wonderful ride of marriage, you may think about
kickstarting your new adventure together at the next Sturgis Rally. Your motorcycle buddies
will be in hog heaven to join you as you get hitched and roll down the road together forever.

Just for Grins

Just like Gollum from the “Lord of the Rings” movie series, we have all felt the same way when
we finally, after months or even years of looking for that elusive “precious” part, we find it.

Quote for Thought
“Sometimes you will never know the value of a moment, until it becomes a memory.” ~ Dr.
Seuss

